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flower also shows the influence of the same species, in the broad dorsal

sepal and the nearly horizontal petals, as well as in the shape of the lip and
staminode. These characters are invariably seen in hybrids derived from
C. Lawrenceanum, and thus they afford a clue to the origin of the present
hybrid, and at the same time indicate Borneo as the natural habitat ; for C.

Lawrenceanum is not known from elsewhere. The other parent is not
so obvious from an examination of the hybrid, but two or three circum-
stances lead me to believe it was C. Dayanum. The first character which
struck me on seeing the plant, even before I knew anything of its history,

was the resemblance it bore to a large form of C. X Swanianum, an
artificial hybrid from C. Dayanum ? and C. barbatum 3 , and one derived
from the former and C. Lawrenceanum would naturally show such a

character. C. Dayanum is the only North Bornean species which would
account for the characters of the present hybrid, and as the two facts seem
to confirm each other, the obvious inference is that it is a natural hybrid
between C. Lawrenceanum and C. Dayanum, which are both North Bornean,
and in some locality may grow intermixed. I tried hard to utilise the
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The character is well-shown in the photograph, but has unfortunately
almost been lost in the reproduction. Among the multitude of hybrids
raised, I find no record of one between C. Lawrenceanum and C. Dayanum,
but it is to be hoped that the cross will now be attempted, in the hope of
reproducing the present fine thing. The figure is reduced in size, as the
hving flower measures 5 \ inches from tip to tip of the petals (5f inches
when flattened out), and the dorsal sepal i| inches broad. The colour is

lighter than in C, Lawrenceanum. The dorsal sepal is white with green
veins, which become slightly purple
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